Join creative forces with local youth in Tijuana, as we embark on a journey exploring the sites and sounds of La Frontera. Together, we will visit human rights organizations working in Tijuana, while capturing the stories of those impacted by their work. This is an incredible opportunity to learn about the Baja region through the power of film and photography! *Transportation included.

+ Travel with an experienced and caring team
+ Team members fluent in local language
+ Orientation and pre-session workshop before departure
+ Travel insurance for each student
+ OTL support staff available

**FOTO TJ**
Join Outside the Lens for a cross-cultural photography excursion!

**9th - 12th Grade**
Tijuana, Mexico
3 Days / July 8-11, 2020

**Email liliana@outsidethelens.org to register.**

**Program Cost**
$550 *Includes transportation.

**Program Highlights**
+ Visit organizations working to serve in TJ
+ Explore La Frontera
+ Collaborate with local youth on photo and media projects
+ Learn about topics and themes from both sides of the border

GIVE A KID A CAMERA. BUILD A BETTER WORLD.

INFO@OUTSIDEHELSENS.ORG